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We are going to talk about a day when:
The identity of everything can be scanned at any time.
That identity can be a code which comes with goods
and people from the first day of their lives. Newborn
babies will not be brought out of hospitals without
identity code. New goods and products will not be
accepted by sellers. Nowadays it is happening. Babies
have identity code and goods have bar code. The
question is that how these codes can be alive and be
used in a real time city.

What is RFID and how it can help to
build a real time city?
 The acronym means Radio-Frequency Identification. They are small devices
which consist of a chip and antenna. The RFID chip is like traditional bar code
on an object in a shopping mall which provides unique information for that
object. There are some differences between RFID chips and bar codes.
Barcodes have to be scanned by a linear scanner but RFID chips do not need to
be positioned in front of the scanner. As an example you can have a bag full of
stuff which has RFID chip and you can scan the bag quickly and all the stuff
will be scanned(Landt 2005)
 Each RFID chip has a unique identification number and this identification
number can be linked with other information in an external databases. For
example medical history, personal identification numbers, contact information
and any other information. When a RFID tag passes through a scanner, its ID
can be stored and linked to the other existing information (Foster, Jaeger, 2007).

Human right
There are different issues about RFID and human right.
Some scholars believe the concept of RFID implant is a
kind of violation of people’s freedom (Reynolds, 2004).
In this paper we will focus on the positive effects of
RFID technology in society.

RFID implant
ID: 1422887546342340

RFID human implant is a ricegrain size RFID chip which can
be implanted in body(Arellano
2008). They can be tracked and
data can be stored in these
implants too. They are always
with people and they can be
used as an identification card in
airports, hospitals and any other
places which require
identification information.

Components of a
RFID implant

Application of RFID Chips:
“1. Manufacturing Inventory
management
Tracking management
Quality-control management
Resource management
2. Warehousing Picking
management
Receiving management
Shipping management
3. Transportation, traffic Distribution
management
Material processing management
Safety management
Public transport ticket
Toll collection
Smart car key
Parcels, mailbags
Luggage handling
Automatic vehicle location
4. Retailing Inventory management

Shelf–stock management
Checkout management
5. Digital documents
Access control and
monitoring
and revision control and
monitoring
of files
Digital signature
6. Agriculture Animal
tracking
Animal diagnostics
Crop identification
7. Environment Waste
haulage
Recycling
8. Perishables Recipe
control
Load processing
Auction
9. Fuel, chemicals
Dispensing control
10. Clothing Cleaning
control
Laundry ID

11. Healthcare
Pharmaceutics
Hospital equipment and
personnel
Patient medical history
Implant and prostheses
Elderly care
12. Sports and games
Sports event timing
Tracking golf balls
Gaming chips
13. Human identification
Digital ID
Electronic passport
Facility access
Punishment system
14. Finance Smart card
Banknote identification
15. Government and
military Military logistics”
(Ilie-Zudor, Keme´ny,
Blommestein, Monostori
and Meulen, 2010)

History of different applications of RFID:
During the Second World War this technology were used for the first time.
On the basis of the Watson-Watt secret researches, the British developed a
transmitter which they put under each plane. When the transmitter received
signals from their own radar, it began broadcasting a radio wave back. In
this way the British could find which plane is for enemy and which is
belonged to alley. Nowadays RFID system works based on this concept.
When RFID tags receive a signal, they send a signal back (Mark Roberti,
n.d.).

Components of a RFID System

Components

RFID Implant and Urban Planning
 First we have to make an assumption:
If we assume a day will come when everyone has an implanted RFID
chip in his or her body and everywhere has a RFID scanner, we will
have spatially distributed people with unique ID which can be
scanned everywhere and anytime.

People will be connected to their
surrounding environment
 On the basis of Lynch theory there must be a visual relationship between
people and environment. Why do we not have a relationship between land use
and people’s interests? Why do people not have a map of their favorite places
in their minds? To build this new image of the city we need to digitize people’s
background and interests. RFID implant is the key to solve this mystery.

ID
86429604
53543636
45354342

Name
Evelyn
x
x

Education criminal history
Urban plannCensored
x
x
x
x

favorite folast google search
shrimp Samsung S3
x
x
x
x

For example it includes your search history in
Google or history of restaurants where you have
been this week. Now you are passing through a
street and one shop on the other side of the street
has the mobile phone which you searched
yesterday in Google. The store can scan your
RFID or Mobile phone. So the store finds your
favorite phone according to your search history.
It sends a message to your cell phone to inform
you that it has your favorite phone. The shop can
show the picture of the phone which you
searched yesterday in an advertisement screen in
front of it.

Evelyn, Omega offers you
Samsung S3 today with
10 % discount

ID
Name Education criminal history favorite folast google search
86429604 Evelyn Urban plannCensored
shrimp Samsung S3

Application of RFID implant in
Transportation Planning
RFID implants have this potential to be used in transportation studies. According
to figure 1 In forecasting travel demand, we usually split the city to different
zones and then we calculate how many travels have been accrued from zone A
to Zone B and then we forecast travel demand. For example Zone A is a
commercial zone and Zone B is a residential zone. Questionnaire is the
traditional way to find the trend of people’s travel. In our assumed city with
implanted residents where, when, who and speed and any other useful
information for transportation planning could be found. For example it is
apparent that you left your home at 4:00 pm and then you went to Walmart at
4:30. This information can be surveyed for millions of people not only a limited
number of people in a sample. Transportation planning on the basis of this
information will be more accurate.
Your home has RFID reader and Walmart has RFID reader too. Your home is in
residential zone and walmart is in commercial zone. They are connected to GIS
land use data bases. All these data bases are connected to a central server.

RFID tag number
370214471
370215324
037…

Zone
A
A
…

Enterance time
8:25 AM
12:36 PM
…

Exit time Credit info Bill amount
8:56 AM …
…
14:43 PM …
…
…

Place 1 data base (ex: local store, commercial zone)

RFID tag number
370214471
38033584
037…

Zone
B
B
…

Enterance time Exit time health background
12:51 PM 13:39:00 PM…
16:12
16:47 …
…
…

Allergic to
…
…

Place 2 data base (ex: Hospital)

RFID tag number
370214471
-

Zone
C
…

Enterance time
16:27 PM
…

Exit time Apartment number rent balance
…
…
…
…
…

Place 3 data base (residential area)

370214471
370215324
38033584

Zone A
Zone B
Zone C
Enterance
Exit
Enterance
Exit
Enterance
Exit
8:25 AM 8:56 AM 12:51 PM 13:39 PM 16:27 PM
12:36 PM 14:43 PM
16:12 PM 16:47 PM
-

Central data base

Why do we have to assume this
nightmare will happen?
 If insurance companies announce implanted clients have to pay less than
others, If airports say implanted passengers can pass easily through gates
without security check, if schools do not take responsibility of students
without RFID implants, if U.S Homeland Security does not allow international
students without RFID implant come to the United States and thousands of
other if, then people who assume RFID is a nightmare have two choice: living
in a desert or being implanted.

 Company owners
 Insurance
companies
 Federal
governments
 Parents
 Universities
 Schools

It is possible
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